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YOUTH PROJECTS

IMAGE PROMPTS & REFLECTION QUESTIONS

Thinking through pictures
The image prompts in this tool were created by past program participants of Brila’s teen leadership workshops.
DURATION: 45-60 minutes
AGES: Participants aged ten and up (NOTE: Both the prompts and questions can be adapted for younger ages by simplifying language)
OBJECTIVES: To improve understanding of the power of images and explore issues of identity through pictures
STEPS:

1.

Sit participants in a circle and show them each of the images in turn. Give them time on their own, in pairs or in
small groups to share their reactions to the images.

2. Proceed through the reflection questions below, inviting participants to share their ideas and give reasons for
their views. Spend as much or as little time on each question as the momentum and enthusiasm dictate! Use
the thinking prompts (examples, follow-ups) to help advance the group’s ideas.
3. After the reflection period, ask the participants to choose among their philosophical questions (from #5 below)
and facilitate a philosophical inquiry dialogue inspired by their chosen question.
REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

1.

What kind of feelings does each image inspire in you?
(Examples: Wonder, fear, concern, hope, contemplation, doubt, etc.; Follow-up: Are the feelings positive or
negative or both/neither?; What about the images make you feel this way?)

2. What are some of the key concepts in each image?
(Examples: Identity, dreams, perception, experience, uncertainty, self-definition, etc. Follow-up: How do the
images convey these concepts? Are some of the concepts opposing each other or in conflict?)
3. What story could each image be trying to tell?
(Examples: Sometimes we all feel trapped; It can be hard/fun/scary to be yourself, We have to follow our
dreams, etc. Follow-up: Could the images be telling more than one story? Could these stories be very different?
Tell the story of one of the images, using as much detail as possible.)
4. What could we learn from these images?
(Examples: Pictures are powerful, what it means to have a self, the importance of life values, etc. Follow-up:
How could these images influence us? Are these images telling us the truth? Are these images trying to make
us believe something? Could these images help us? Could these images hurt us?)
5. How can you turn what intrigues you about each image into a philosophical question?
(Examples: Should we try to live without fear? Is who we are up to us? Can you have more than one identity? Is
it important to have dreams? Should every wish come true? etc.)
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IMAGE PROMPT #1:
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IMAGE PROMPT #2:
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IMAGE PROMPT #3:
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